
PFPcommercial
Quick Reference Guide

A PFPcommerial legal expense insurance policy provides clients with up to $100,000 worth of a 
lawyer’s time and services, per claim, with an annual aggregate of $500,000. It is ideal for many of 
the relatively common business legal situations your clients may face, either as plaintiffs or as 
defendants. For most claims, there is no deductible and all policies include unlimited access to a 
general legal advice helpline.

PFPcommercial

Elements of 
Coverage  

(The specified 
perils which legal 
expense insurance 
may cover)

�Employment disputes – disputes with an employee
with regards to their employment contract, and/or with
regards to a wrongful dismissal claim

� Legal defence – defence of (1) an investigation by
police or any Occupational Health and Safety authority
with respect to an alleged criminal offence and (2) an
alleged failure to comply with privacy legislation

�Statutory licence protection – pursuit of legal rights
in the event that the business’ licence is suspended,
altered or cancelled

�Property protection – pursuit of legal rights if the
business’ property is damaged or someone is causing
a nuisance or trespassing

�Bodily injury – costs to pursue legal rights following
an accident which causes illness, bodily injury or death
to an employee

� Tax Protection – costs to defend a review, appeal, 
audit related to income tax or payroll

�Optional coverage – contract disputes, related to 
buying and selling goods or services, and debt recovery 

� Insured person’s breach of professional duty
�Auto-related prosecution or defence

� Injury claims covered under Workers’ Compensation
�Commercial landlord and tenant disputes (if the

policyholder is the landlord)

IMPORTANT:  The information on this form has been summarized for reference purposes.  
For a complete understanding of the policy terms, definitions, conditions and exclusions, 
please refer to the appropriate policy wordings.
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Telephone legal advice – unlimited legal advice

�Claims arising from a tax avoidance scheme 

�



1. Make these coverages relevant to your insured by reminding them of
situations they may have encountered in the past:

� How many times in the past year have you wished you could pick up the phone to talk to a lawyer
without having to worry about paying their fees? PFP provides its commercial clients with
unlimited telephone general legal advice on any business related matter (not just matters covered
in your policy).

� Would you be interested in having access to a lawyer who could help you deal with disgruntled
employees or labour disputes?

� What would you do if your business licence or permit was taken away or suspended? Could you
afford a lawyer to prevent disruptions to your business activities?

� What if a contractor did not complete a large project within the original agreed upon parameters?
Would you have the resources to hire a lawyer and deal with the costs of a civil suit?

2. Compare the affordability and accessibility of a policy to the alternatives.
� Pursuing or defending your business’ legal rights is expensive, as statistics show:

� Average rate for an experienced lawyer: $407 per hour
� Average cost of a two-day civil action trial: $31,330
� Average cost of a one-day criminal trial: $5,334

� When compared to the costs of these risks, factoring in the value of unlimited general legal
advice and the potential costs incurred during a disruption to normal business activities, the
premium is highly affordable.

3. Let them know a few key facts about our underwriter DAS:

Tips for PFPcommercial Insurance Policies

PFPcommercial policies can be had for as little as $230 per 
year (depending on payroll and revenue) and cover 
$100,000 per claim up to $500,000 in aggregate per policy 
year. 

� Underwriting is provided by DAS Canada, the legal expense insurance market leader committed to
creating access to justice for Canadians. They are part of DAS Group, the global market leader in
legal expense insurance and a subsidiary of ERGO - the primary insurer of the Munich Re Group.
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Source: Canadian Lawyer Magazine Survey, June 2015




